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Follow the Ninja! (Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles) Nickelodeon Publishing
2015-01-06
Can Leonardo battle ninja
robots and keep his
troublemaking brothers in line?
Kids ages 2 to 5 will find out in
this all-new, full-color book
starring Nickelodeon’s
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles.
This Nickelodeon Read-Along
contains audio narration.
The Matefinder Series - Leia
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

Stone 2018-04-26
The complete trilogy in one
volume! Werewolves, facing
the threat of extinction,
desperately seek their mates to
bear young. Aurora, a human
far removed from the
supernatural world, is nearing
her own end after being fatally
injured in a car accident. Kai,
an alpha werewolf, lurks in the
nearby trees watching her
bleed out. He chooses to save
her the only way he knows
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how, by changing her. Aurora
struggles with her past as a
domestic abuse survivor and
the new dominating and violent
lifestyle of a werewolf. No one
is prepared for what happens
next. The tides turn in favor of
the werewolves. The
Matefinder has been found,
and she is more powerful than
anybody ever imagined. But is
she prepared to be the most
hunted werewolf in history?
A Fate of Dragons - Morgan
Rice 2013-02-01
Takes us deeper into Thor's
epic journey to becoming a
warrior, as he journeys across
the Sea of Fire to the dragon's
Isle of Mist. An unforgiving
place, home to the most elite
warriors of the world, Thor's
powers and abilities deepen as
he trains. His friendships
deepen, too, as they face
adversities together, beyond
what they could imagine. But
as they find themselves up
against unimaginable
monsters, The Hundred quickly
goes from training session to a
matter of life or death. Not all
will survive.
The Gift - Cecelia Ahern
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

2009-11-03
New York Times bestselling
author Cecelia Ahern spins a
witty, warm, and wise modernday fable of love, regret, hope,
and second chances. extremely
successful executive, Lou
Suffern is always
overstretched, immune to the
holiday spirit that delights
everyone around him. The
classic workaholic who never
has a moment to spare, he is
always multitasking while
shortchanging his devoted wife
and their adorable children.
And ever since he started
competing for a big promotion,
he has barely seen his family at
all. One frigid morning in an
uncharacteristic burst of
generosity, he buys a cup of
coffee for Gabe, a homeless
man huddled outside his office
building. Inspired by his own
unexpected act of kindness,
Lou decides to prolong his
charitable streak and contrives
to get Gabe a job in his
company's mailroom. But when
Gabe begins to meddle in Lou's
life, the helping hand appears
to be a serious mistake. Gabe
seems to know more about Lou
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than Lou does about himself,
and, perhaps more
disturbingly, Gabe always
seems to be in two places at
once. With Lou's personal and
professional fates at important
crossroads and Christmas
looming, Gabe resorts to some
unorthodox methods to show
his stubborn patron what truly
matters and how precious the
gift of time is. But can he help
him fix what's broken before
it's too late?
The Scarlet Blades - Rob
Himmel 2019-10-03
This novel has been awarded
the Trofeo Cittadella 2018, the
most prestigious Italian award
in the field of fantasy
literature, during
Deepcon19.Follow me on
www.robhimmel.com for all
detailsStupidity kills more than
blades do.The balance is
shattered.The pieces are on the
board. The game of power has
begun and will demand a blood
price.When Lynx, Ganderia's
most infamous assassin, makes
his unexpected return to the
capital after ten years, the
balance of powers shatters.
The eight organizations
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

managing the city from the
shadows awaken from their
slumber and resume their
plotting and scheming. King
Nuldest is prepared to do
anything to uncover the reason
why, after all this time, the
man has come back and doesn't
hesitate to put the Order on
the task. And Eel won't waste
an opportunity to chase and
seize her dream: to become the
greatest assassin in history,
making a name for herself at
Lynx's expenses... Even the
enigmatic Queen is ready to
play her hand. The game of
deceit is afoot. Who will
triumph?From the blogs: "An
unconventional fantasy novel.
It would be great if some
producer acknowledged this
novel and thought of bringing
it to the big screen." Universo
Fantasy"Mystery takes the
stage along with a thick web of
intrigue, betrayal, lies and
deceit, with a surprise ending
that leaves a smile on your
lips." La Bottega dei libri
incantati"Finally a fantasy
novel, or better yet a fantasy
thriller, with a spy story
capable of transporting me to a
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different, upside-down world,
shocking and enticing because
of it. I can only bow before Rob
Himmel and tell him, with
deference, that I tip my hat to
him." Les Fleurs du Mal"This
book's greatest virtue lies in
Himmel's ability to never let
the true intentions of his
creatures shine, leaving the
reader actively involved in
investigating them, trying to
imagine what will be the next
upset in the vast web of power
games they set up." Infiniti
mondi"In The Scarlet Blades
we witness a game of power
reminiscent of Martin's game
of thrones, although unfolding
considerably faster. The pacing
is quick and relentless, with no
pauses, a new development in
every page, be it a fight, a
murder or a revelation." I
Mondi Fantastici"Reading this
often makes one hold their
breath. It is a story rich in
intrigue, subterfuge and 'No,
that can't be!' moments. An
original and thrilling story." A
me piace... leggere!"It's an
intriguing novel thanks to its
ability to create a suspenseful
atmosphere throughout, a story
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

with relentless pacing in which
characters move cautiously and
cunningly, calculating every
move, skilled players in a chess
game against death." Finestra
sul Mondo"Intrigue, friendship,
betrayal, power struggles,
these are the elements that
make up the novel. Since the
very first lines, suspense is
king. A thrilling adventure to
be read in one sitting." Mondo
fantasy"If you are fond of
George R.R. Martin works you
can't miss this book. A perfect
balance of intriguing plot and
smooth writing." Urban,
Fantasy & Co."A book full of
intrigues and twists, an
ensemble story playing with
the feelings and ambitions of
its protagonists, building a
story in which no one reveals
their real intentions and events
follow each other with
inexorable ferocity. A
compelling reading, to be
devoured page after page." Il
Gufo lettore
Understanding Torts - John
L. Diamond 2013
This Understanding treatise is
the perfect complement to
first-year tort courses and is
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suitable for use with any tort
casebook. Concise and
authoritative, Understanding
Torts features: Comprehensive
and up-to-date coverage of
intentional torts, privileges,
negligence, cause-in-fact,
proximate cause, defenses,
joint and several liability,
damages, strict liability,
products liability, economic
torts, malicious prosecution,
abuse of process, defamation
and invasion of privacy.
Judicious use of footnotes to
provide full, but not
overwhelming, primary and
secondary support for textual
propositions. Clear
organization and writing to
enhance understanding of
basic concepts and major cases
covered in a torts course. Indepth analysis of topics that
generate the greatest
confusion and controversy.
Professors and adjunct
professors may request
complimentary examination
copies of LexisNexis law school
publications to consider for
class adoption or
recommendation. Please
identify the book(s) you wish to
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

receive, provide your
institutional contact
information, and submit your
request here.
Cobalt Blue - Erica Millard
2019-02-04
The blue has seeped into Aya's
skin, making it impossible to
feel anything but passion and
depression. If she thought
controlling only red was bad,
this is ten times worse. At least
Dune is dead.Or so she
thought.But Dune is very much
alive and she won't rest until
she has the Aveum, and Aya is
either the tool to find it or the
obstacle standing in Dune's
way.Aya is armed with Van
Gogh's book that contains a
map to the keys that will allow
her to find the Aveum once and
for all. She finds that Dune has
three of the keys locked away
in a high-security building, and
the rest are spread throughout
the world. She has to make a
choice; be forever hunted by
Dune or find the Aveum and
destroy it.With that choice, she
drags her friends across the
world and into situations more
dangerous than any of them
could have imagined. Aya
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doesn't know what to believe
when a mysterious stranger
shows up and tries to win her
over, but no matter how she
tries, her heart isn't willing to
give Liam up quite yet. She
only needs to keep the blue and
red under control, find the keys
to the Aveum, keep going after
being betrayed, keep one step
ahead of Dune, and stay alive
for the process.No pressure.
The Last Life of Prince
Alastor - Alexandra Bracken
2019-02-07
Every family has secrets - but
not every family has a secret
pact with a demon. The
thrilling second book in the
darkly comic PROSPER
REDDING series - with enough
twists and turns to make every
reader dizzy. Perfect for fans of
Lemony Snicket, Jonathan
Stroud and Skulduggery
Pleasant. Prosper is the only
unexceptional Redding in his
remarkable family. So, when he
discovers that an 800-year-old
demon called Prince Alastor is
responsible for their luck - and
that this demon is currently
living inside him - he's more
than a little surprised. Worse
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

luck, now Prosper needs a
favour from him. Prosper's
sister Prue has fallen into the
clutches of evil queen Pyra,
and only Alastor can help get
her back. The fiendish prince
agrees to be Prosper's guide
through the demon realm
under one condition - Prosper
must enter into a contract of
eternal servitude to him in the
afterlife. With Prue in mortal
danger, Prosper has no choice
but to agree. Can Prosper
rescue his sister and ever make
it out alive, and if he does, will
his afterlife be damned for all
eternity?
Rebel, Pawn, King (Of
Crowns and Glory—Book 4) Morgan Rice 2016-12-15
“Morgan Rice has come up
with what promises to be
another brilliant series,
immersing us in a fantasy of
valor, honor, courage, magic
and faith in your destiny.
Morgan has managed again to
produce a strong set of
characters that make us cheer
for them on every
page.…Recommended for the
permanent library of all
readers that love a well-written
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fantasy.” --Books and Movie
Reviews, Roberto Mattos
(regarding Rise of the Dragons)
REBEL, PAWN, KING is book
#4 in Morgan Rice’s
bestselling epic fantasy series
OF CROWNS AND GLORY,
which begins with SLAVE,
WARRIOR, QUEEN (Book #1).
17 year old Ceres, a beautiful,
poor girl from the Empire city
of Delos, wakes to find herself
imprisoned. Her army
destroyed, her people
captured, the rebellion
quashed, she has to somehow
pick up the pieces after being
betrayed. Can her people ever
rise again? Thanos sails for the
Isle of Prisoners, thinking
Ceres is alive, and finds himself
in a trap of his own. In his
dangerous voyage he remains
tormented by the idea of
Stephania, alone, with his
child, and feels torn over his
life’s path. Yet as he struggles
to return to Delos, to find both
of his loves, he encounters a
betrayal so great, his life can
never be the same again.
Stephania, a woman scorned,
does not sit idly back. She
turns all the power of her fury
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

on the ones she loves the
most—and her treachery, the
most dangerous of all, may be
what finally brings the kingdom
down for good. REBEL, PAWN,
KING tells an epic tale of tragic
love, vengeance, betrayal,
ambition, and destiny. Filled
with unforgettable characters
and heart-pounding action, it
transports us into a world we
will never forget, and makes us
fall in love with fantasy all over
again. “An action packed
fantasy sure to please fans of
Morgan Rice’s previous novels,
along with fans of works such
as The Inheritance Cycle by
Christopher Paolini…. Fans of
Young Adult Fiction will devour
this latest work by Rice and
beg for more.” --The Wanderer,
A Literary Journal (regarding
Rise of the Dragons) Book #5
in OF CROWNS AND GLORY
will be released soon!
Relentless - Karen Lynch
2013-12-26
Sara Grey’s world shattered
ten years ago when her father
was brutally murdered. Now at
seventeen, she is still haunted
by memories of that day and
driven by the need to
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understand why it happened.
She lives a life full of secrets
and her family and friends have
no idea of the supernatural
world she is immersed in or of
Sara’s own very powerful gift.
In her quest for answers about
her father’s death, Sara takes
risks that expose her and her
friends to danger and puts
herself into the sights of a
sadistic vampire. On the same
fateful night she meets Nikolas,
a warrior who turns Sara’s
world upside down and is
determined to protect her even
if it’s the last thing she wants.
Sara’s life starts to spin out of
control as she is hunted by an
obsessed vampire, learns that
her friends have secrets of
their own and reels from the
truth about her own ancestry.
Sara has always been fiercely
independent but in order to
survive now she must open
herself to others, to reveal her
deepest secrets. And she must
learn to trust the one person
capable of breaking down the
walls around her.
A Land of Fire (Book #12 in
the Sorcerer's Ring) Morgan Rice 2014-03-06
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

“[An] entertaining epic
fantasy.” —Kirkus Reviews
“Action-packed …. Rice's
writing is solid and the premise
intriguing.” --Publishers
Weekly “The beginnings of
something remarkable are
there.” --San Francisco Book
Review A LAND OF FIRE is
Book #12 in the Bestselling
series THE SORCERER'S
RING, which begins with A
QUEST OF HEROES (book #1),
a free download! In A LAND OF
FIRE (BOOK #12 IN THE
SORCERER’S RING),
Gwendolyn and her people find
themselves surrounded on the
Upper Isles, besieged by
Romulus’ dragons and his
million man army. All seems
lost—when salvation comes
from an unlikely source.
Gwendolyn is determined to
find her baby, lost at sea, and
to lead her nation-in-exile to a
new home. She travels across
foreign and exotic seas,
encountering unthinkable
dangers, rebellion and
starvation, as they sail for
dream of a safe harbor.
Thorgrin’s finally meets his
mother in the Land of the
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Druids, and their meeting will
change his life forever, make
him stronger than he has ever
been. With a new quest, he
embarks, determined to rescue
Gwendolyn, to find his baby,
and to fulfill his destiny. In an
epic battle of dragons and of
men, Thor will be tested in
every way; as he battles
monsters and lays down his life
for his brothers, he will dig
deeper to become the great
warrior he was meant to be. In
the Southern Isles, Erec lies
dying, and Alistair, accused of
his murder, must do what she
can to both save Erec and
absolve herself of guilt. A civil
war erupts in a power struggle
for the throne, and Alistair
finds herself caught in the
middle, with her fate, and
Erec’s, hanging in the balance.
Romulus remains intent on
destroying Gwendolyn,
Thorgrin, and what remains of
the Ring; but his moon cycle is
coming to an end, and his
power will be severely tested.
Meanwhile, in the Northern
province of the Empire, a new
hero is rising: Darius, a 15 year
old warrior, who is determined
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

to break off the chains of
slavery and rise up amongst his
people. But the Northern
Capitol is run by Volusia, a 18
year old girl, famed for her
beauty—and famed also her
barbaric cruelty. Will Gwen
and her people survive? Will
Guwayne be found? Will
Romulus crush the Ring? Will
Erec live? Will Thorgrin return
in time? With its sophisticated
world-building and
characterization, A LAND OF
FIRE is an epic tale of friends
and lovers, of rivals and
suitors, of knights and dragons,
of intrigues and political
machinations, of coming of
age, of broken hearts, of
deception, ambition and
betrayal. It is a tale of honor
and courage, of fate and
destiny, of sorcery. It is a
fantasy that brings us into a
world we will never forget, and
which will appeal to all ages
and genders. Books #13--#17
in the series are now also
available! “A spirited fantasy
….Only the beginning of what
promises to be an epic young
adult series.” --Midwest Book
Review “A quick and easy
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read…you have to read what
happens next and you don’t
want to put it down.” -FantasyOnline.net “It will keep
you entertained for hours, and
will satisfy all ages.” --Books
and Movie Reviews
Arena Two (Book #2 of the
Survival Trilogy) - Morgan
Rice 2012
Having just escaped from the
treacherous island that was
once Manhattan, Brooke, Ben,
Logan, Bree, and Rose make
their way up the Hudson River
in their stolen boat, low on
fuel, low on food, and
desperately needing shelter
from the cold. As they make
their way upriver in this postapocalyptic, action-packed
thriller, on their way to try to
find the mythical city in
Canada, they will need to use
all their ingenuity and survival
skills to stay alive.
A March of Kings (Book #2 in
the Sorcerer's Ring) - Morgan
Rice 2013-01-01
After he escapes from the
dungeon, Thor is horrified to
learn of another assassination
attempt on King MacGil. When
MacGil dies, the kingdom is set
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

into turmoil. As everyone vies
for the throne, King’s Court is
more rife than ever with its
family dramas, power
struggles, ambitions, jealousy,
violence and betrayal. An heir
must be chosen from among
the children, and the ancient
Dynasty Sword, the source of
all their power, will have a
chance to be wielded by
someone new. But all this
might be upended: the murder
weapon is recovered, and the
noose tightens on finding the
assassin. Simultaneously, the
MacGils face a new threat by
the McClouds, who are set to
attack again from within the
Ring. Thor fights to win back
Gwendolyn’s love, but there
may not be time: he is told to
pack up, to prepare with his
brothers in arms for The
Hundred, a hundred grueling
days of hell that all Legion
members must survive. The
Legion will have to cross the
Canyon, beyond the protection
of the Ring, into the Wilds, and
set sail across the Tartuvian
Sea for the Isle of Mist, said to
be patrolled by a dragon, for
their initiation into manhood.
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Will they make it back? Will the
Ring survive in their absence?
And will Thor finally learn the
secret of his destiny? With its
sophisticated world-building
and characterization, A
MARCH OF KINGS is an epic
tale of friends and lovers, of
rivals and suitors, of knights
and dragons, of intrigues and
political machinations, of
coming of age, of broken
hearts, of deception, ambition
and betrayal. It is a tale of
honor and courage, of fate and
destiny, of sorcery. It is a
fantasy that brings us into a
world we will never forget, and
which will appeal to all ages
and genders. It is 60,000
words. Book #3 in the series
will be published soon.
Deviazione Paranormale (La
serie di Sasha Urban Vol. 5) Dima Zales 2020-05-13
Con i miei poteri di veggente
finalmente sotto controllo, sono
pronta a tuffarmi nell'ignoto
per trovare mio padre. Mi avrà
anche abbandonata, ma andrò
fino ai confini delle Altre Terre
per salvarlo dalla sua agonia.
L’unico problema? Tra alleati
inaspettati e nemici ancora più
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

stupefacenti, questa missione
di salvataggio potrebbe
rivelarsi molto di più di quanto
avessi messo in conto.
The Dark Bite - Leia Stone
2021-08-20
Vampires are the spawn of the
devil. Evil to the core... or so I
thought, until one of them
saves my life. As a member of
the House of Rose, a division of
the Vampire Hunter Society,
I've got one of the highest kill
records on file. I track my mark
and don't stop until the job is
done. That is, until my mark
saves my life. Luka Drake isn't
like the vampires I've been
hunting for the past five years,
and despite the fact that he's a
vampire prince fresh out of
Magic City Prison for
committing God knows what
crime, I can't kill him. My only
other option is to walk away
and pretend our paths never
crossed. I'm about to pull it off
but Luka pulls me back, and in
the worst way possible, in a
way that changes everything.
This is a full-length slow burn
paranormal romance for
readers that love Jaymin Eve,
Linsey Hall and K.F. Breene.
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La Devi - Matefinder 2 - Leia
Stone 2019-10-25
Dopo aver scoperto che, grazie
al suo sangue, i vampiri
sarebbero stati in grado di
procreare, Aurora pensava di
conoscere la sua missione:
eliminarli tutti per poter vivere
serenamente con Kai e il suo
branco. Ma un altro segreto
che la riguarda sta per venire
alla luce e la porterà a
incontrare la Devi,
potentissima alleata, ma anche
temibile arma a doppio taglio.
Il prezzo richiesto dalla Devi
per il suo intervento potrebbe
essere davvero troppo alto per
Aurora, che dovrà scendere a
patti col non avere alcun
controllo sul proprio futuro,
mentre si prepara ad affrontare
vecchi e nuovi nemici, che
aveva creduto suoi alleati.
Intanto, Kai sta portando avanti
un suo piano, che potrebbe
sconvolgere per sempre gli
equilibri tra le razze. L’Alfa è
disposto a tutto pur di
proteggere la vita di Aurora e
assicurarsi il loro lieto fine.
The Legend of the Blue Eyes B. Kristin McMichael
2013-03-08
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

Arianna Grace liked her boring,
Midwestern, teenage life where
she ignored the many
unanswered questions of her
childhood. Why were her
parents dead? Why did she not
have family? Where was she
raised until she was five? When
someone offers to explain it all,
Arianna thinks she?s just
getting answers. Instead, she is
thrown into a world of night
humans who drink blood. On
Arianna's sixteenth birthday,
her world is thrown upside
down when she changes into a
vampire. Night humans, or
demons, as some call them, live
in normal society. Learning all
of the new rules of a world she
didn?t know existed might be
hard enough, but it's further
complicated by two formerfriends that now want to help
her take her role as the
successor to her grandfather.
There is a war going on
between the night humans.
Sides have been taken and
lines are not crossed. Four
main clans of night humans are
struggling for control of the
night. Divided into two sides,
clans Baku and Tengu have
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been at war for centuries with
the clans Dearg-dul and Lycan.
That is, until Arianna Grace
finds out the truth; she?s the
bridge of peace between the
two sides. But not everyone
wants peace. With the night
humans divided, Arianna is
now a pawn in the war
between them. She must
choose a side?her mother?s
family or her father?s?and for
once in her life, decide her own
fate.
Victor, Vanquished, Son (Of
Crowns and Glory—Book 8) Morgan Rice 2017-08-15
Soldier, Brother, Sorcerer
(Of Crowns and Glory—Book
5) - Morgan Rice 2017-02-21
“Morgan Rice has come up
with what promises to be
another brilliant series,
immersing us in a fantasy of
valor, honor, courage, magic
and faith in your destiny.
Morgan has managed again to
produce a strong set of
characters that make us cheer
for them on every
page.…Recommended for the
permanent library of all
readers that love a well-written
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

fantasy.” --Books and Movie
Reviews, Roberto Mattos
(regarding Rise of the Dragons)
SOLDIER, BROTHER,
SORCERER is book #5 in
Morgan Rice’s bestselling epic
fantasy series OF CROWNS
AND GLORY, which begins
with SLAVE, WARRIOR,
QUEEN (Book #1). 17 year old
Ceres, a beautiful, poor girl
from the Empire city of Delos,
has won the battle for
Delos—and yet a complete
victory still awaits her. As the
rebellion looks to her as their
new leader, Ceres must find a
way to topple the Empire’s
royalty, and to defend Delos
from the pending attack from a
greater army than she has ever
known. She must try to free
Thanos before his execution,
and help him clear his name in
the murder of his father.
Thanos himself is determined
to hunt down Lucious across
the sea, to avenge his father’s
murder, and to kill his brother
before he can return with an
army to Delos’ shores. It will be
a treacherous journey into
hostile lands, one, he knows,
that will result in his own
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death. But he is determined to
sacrifice for his country. Yet all
may not go as planned.
Stephania travels to a distant
land to find the sorcerer who
can, once and for all, put a stop
Ceres’ powers. She is
determined to enact a
treachery that will kill Ceres,
and instill herself—and her
unborn child—as ruler of the
Empire. SOLDIER, BROTHER,
SORCERER tells an epic tale of
tragic love, vengeance,
betrayal, ambition, and destiny.
Filled with unforgettable
characters and heart-pounding
action, it transports us into a
world we will never forget, and
makes us fall in love with
fantasy all over again. “An
action packed fantasy sure to
please fans of Morgan Rice’s
previous novels, along with
fans of works such as The
Inheritance Cycle by
Christopher Paolini…. Fans of
Young Adult Fiction will devour
this latest work by Rice and
beg for more.” --The Wanderer,
A Literary Journal (regarding
Rise of the Dragons) Book #6
in OF CROWNS AND GLORY is
also now available!
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

The Dreadful Tale of
Prosper Redding - Alexandra
Bracken 2017-09-05
Prosper Redding is the only
unexceptional member of his
very successful family, that is,
until he discovers a demon
living inside him. Turns out,
Prosper's great-great-greatgreat-great-something
grandfather made, and then
broke - a contract with a
malefactor, a demon who
exchanges fortune for eternal
servitude. Now Alastor, the
malefactor, has reawakened
and is intent on destroying the
Redding fortune, unless they
can kill him in the body he
inhabits, which, oh, wait, that's
Prosper, and why is his
grandmother coming at him
with a silver blade? In danger
from both the demon trying to
take over his soul and the
family that would rather
protect their fortune than their
own kin, Prosper narrowly
escapes with the help of his
long lost Uncle Barnabas and
Barnabas's daughter, Nell, a
witch in training. According to
Barnabas and Nell, they have
only days to break the family
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curse and find a way to banish
Alastor back to the demon
realm. Until then, Prosper has
to deal with Alastor's vengeful
mutterings inside his head (not
to mention his nasty habit of
snacking on spiders). And,
every night, Alastor's control
over his body grows stronger. .
. As the deadline to the curse
draws nearer, Prosper and Nell
realize there's more at stake
than just the Redding family
fortune. . . that there might be
something else out there,
something worse than Alastor,
that could destroy the balance
between the human and demon
realms and change the world
as they know it forever.
Lisa Murphy on Play - Lisa
Murphy 2016-05-16
Discover why playing is school
readiness with this updated
guide. Timely research and
new stories highlight how play
is vital to the social, physical,
cognitive, and spiritual
development of children. Learn
the seven meaningful
experiences we should provide
children with every day and
why they are so important.
A Cry of Honor - Morgan Rice
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

2013
Thor has returned from The
Hundred as a hardened
warrior, and now he must learn
what it means to battle for his
homeland, to battle for life and
death. The McClouds have
raided deep into MacGil
territory -- deeper than ever
before in the history of the
Ring -- and as Thor rides into
an ambush, it will fall on his
head to fend off the attack and
save King's Court. Thor's
friendships deepen, as they
journey to new places, face
unexpected monsters and fight
side by side in unimaginable
battle. Thor journeys to his
hometown and, in an epic
confrontation with his father,
he learns a great secret of his
past, of who he is, who his
mother is -- and of his destiny.
Blue Blooded - Amanda Carlson
2016-12-15
Fight to win. Jessica McClain is
on the hunt for her destiny.
She arrives in Baltimore to find
that her quest has reached a
dead end and only a note
remains. Forced to do as it
says, or die, Jessica and her
crew must head overseas. They
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arrive to discover Julian de
Rossi, the Mediterranean Pack
Alpha, is double dealing with a
powerful goddess and Tally is
still missing. With help from a
divine source, they engage in
an all out war—one that must
end in a sacrifice. But is Jessica
ready to pay the ultimate
price?
Alpha Girl - Leia Stone
2021-04-26
Leaving him was the hardest
thing I've ever done, but I have
to put our people first.
Werewolf City is at war and I'll
do whatever it takes to turn the
tides in the wolves' favor, even
if it means stepping up in my
new role. The Paladins are a
secretive people that I know
nothing about. What I thought
would be a quick trip into their
lands turns into a fight for my
life. The future Sawyer and I
have dreamed of together
threatens to crumble. I'm torn.
Do I choose love and a sure
future with the man of my
dreams, or do I follow my heart
and save a dying people I know
nothing about, no matter the
cost? Either way I have to
make it back to him; I can't
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

imagine a life in which we don't
exist together.
A Vow of Glory - Morgan Rice
2013-05
" THE SORCERER S RING has
all the ingredients for an
instant success: plots,
counterplots, mystery, valiant
knights, and blossoming
relationships replete with
broken hearts, deception and
betrayal. It will keep you
entertained for hours, and will
satisfy all ages. Recommended
for the permanent library of all
fantasy readers. --Books and
Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos
A VOW OF GLORY is book #5
in the Bestselling series THE
SORCERER'S RING, which
begins with A QUEST OF
HEROES, a #1 Bestseller with
over 300 five star reviews--now
a FREE download! In A VOW
OF GLORY, Thor embarks with
his Legion friends on an epic
quest into the vast wilds of the
Empire to try to find the
ancient Destiny Sword and
save the Ring. Thor s
friendships deepen, as they
journey to new places, face
unexpected monsters and fight
side by side in unimaginable
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battle. They encounter exotic
lands, creatures and peoples
beyond which they could have
ever imagined, each step of
their journey fraught with
increasing danger. They will
have to summon all their skills
if they are to survive as they
follow the trail of the thieves,
deeper and deeper into the
Empire. Their quest will bring
them all the way into the heart
of the Underworld, one of the
seven realms of hell, where the
undead rule and fields are
lined with bones. As Thor must
summon his powers, more than
ever, he struggles to
understand the nature of who
he is. Back in the Ring,
Gwendolyn must lead half of
King s Court to the Western
stronghold of Silesia, an
ancient city perched on the
edge of the Canyon that has
stood for one thousand years.
Silesia s fortifications have
allowed it to survive every
attack throughout every
century but it has never been
faced with an assault by a
leader like Andronicus, by an
army like his million men.
Gwendolyn learns what it
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

means to be queen as she takes
on a leadership role, Srog,
Kolk, Brom, Steffen, Kendrick
and Godfrey by her side,
preparing to defend the city for
the massive war to come.
Meanwhile, Gareth is
descending deeper into
madness, trying to fend off a
coup that would have him
assassinated in King s Court,
while Erec fights for his life to
save his love, Alistair and the
Duke s city of Savaria as the
downed shield enables the wild
creatures to invade. And
Godfrey, wallowing in drink,
will have to decide if he is
ready to cast off his past and
become the man his family
expects him to be. As they all
fight for their lives and as
things seem as if they can t get
any worse, the story ends with
two shocking twists. Will
Gwendolyn survive the assault?
Will Thor survive the Empire?
Will the Destiny Sword be
found? With its sophisticated
world-building and
characterization, A VOW OF
GLORY is an epic tale of
friends and lovers, of rivals and
suitors, of knights and dragons,
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of intrigues and political
machinations, of coming of
age, of broken hearts, of
deception, ambition and
betrayal. It is a tale of honor
and courage, of fate and
destiny, of sorcery. It is a
fantasy that brings us into a
world we will never forget, and
which will appeal to all ages
and genders. It is 75,000
words. Grabbed my attention
from the beginning and did not
let go .This story is an amazing
adventure that is fast paced
and action packed from the
very beginning. There is not a
dull moment to be found. -Paranormal Romance Guild
{regarding Turned} ""
Magic Sight - Leia Stone
2019-03-05
When Evie found out she was
knocked up with the local
werewolf alpha's baby, she
thought life couldn't get more
complicated. Of course, she
was wrong. It turns out she's a
kitsune, and along with that
rare gift comes untold powers
and responsibilities-most of
which she'd rather do without.
She's the sole guardian of a
broken gate to the Underworld,
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

and all sorts of monstrous
creatures are oozing out of itthe kind that think humans are
a light snack.As if that weren't
bad enough, Evie has 48 hours
to bring in a siren who's on the
Supernatural Bounty Hunters'
most wanted list and who
started this whole fiasco in the
first place. What could go
wrong? Knowing Evie's luck, a
whole hell of a lot...*18 and up
recommended reading age.
Sexy times and cussing are
sure to be found in this series.
A Dream of Mortals (Book
#15 in the Sorcerer's Ring) Morgan Rice 2014-08-01
“THE SORCERER’S RING has
all the ingredients for an
instant success: plots,
counterplots, mystery, valiant
knights, and blossoming
relationships replete with
broken hearts, deception and
betrayal. It will keep you
entertained for hours, and will
satisfy all ages. Recommended
for the permanent library of all
fantasy readers.” —Books and
Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos
(regarding A Quest of Heroes)
“[An] entertaining epic
fantasy.” —Kirkus Reviews
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(regarding A Quest of Heroes)
“The beginnings of something
remarkable are there.” —San
Francisco Book Review
(regarding A Quest of Heroes)
A DREAM OF MORTALS is
Book #15 in the Bestselling
series THE SORCERER'S
RING, which begins with A
QUEST OF HEROES (book
#1)—a free download! In A
DREAM OF MORTALS,
Thorgrin and his brothers
struggle to break free from the
grips of the pirates, and to
continue their search for
Guwayne at sea. As they
encounter unexpected friends
and foes, magic and weaponry,
dragons and men, it will
change the very course of their
destiny. Will they finally find
Guwayne? Darius and his few
friends survive the massacre of
their people—but only to find
that they are captives, thrown
into the Empire Arena.
Shackled together, facing
unimaginable opponents, their
only hope for survival is to
stand and fight together, as
brothers. Gwendolyn wakes
from her slumber to discover
that she and the others have
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

survived their trek across the
Great Waste—and even more
shocking, that they have come
to a land beyond their wildest
imagination. As they are
brought into a new royal court,
the secrets Gwendolyn learns
about her ancestors and her
own people will change her
destiny forever. Erec and
Alistair, still captive at sea,
struggle to break free from the
grips of the Empire fleet in a
bold and daring nighttime
escape. When odds seem at
their worst, they receive an
unexpected surprise that might
just give them a second chance
for victory—and another
chance to continue their attack
on the heart of the Empire.
Godfrey and his crew,
imprisoned once again, set to
be executed, have one last
chance to try to escape. After
being betrayed, they want
more than escape this
time—they want vengeance.
Volusia is surrounded on all
sides as she strives to take and
hold the Empire capital—and
she will have to summon a
more powerful magic than
she’s ever known if she is to
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prove herself a Goddess, and
become Supreme Ruler of the
Empire. Once again, the fate of
the Empire hangs in the
balance. With its sophisticated
world-building and
characterization, A DREAM OF
MORTALS is an epic tale of
friends and lovers, of rivals and
suitors, of knights and dragons,
of intrigues and political
machinations, of coming of
age, of broken hearts, of
deception, ambition and
betrayal. It is a tale of honor
and courage, of fate and
destiny, of sorcery. It is a
fantasy that brings us into a
world we will never forget, and
which will appeal to all ages
and genders. Book #16 in the
series--A JOUST OF KNIGHTS-is now also available! “A
spirited fantasy ….Only the
beginning of what promises to
be an epic young adult series.”
—Midwest Book Review
(regarding A Quest of Heroes)
“A quick and easy read…you
have to read what happens
next and you don’t want to put
it down.” —FantasyOnline.net
(regarding A Quest of Heroes)
“Action-packed …. Rice's
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

writing is solid and the premise
intriguing.” —Publishers
Weekly (regarding A Quest of
Heroes)
Aspen - Kimberly Loth
2016-04-13
Sid thought the deaths would
end when Marcellus died. But
he thought wrong. Reeling
from the loss of those around
him, Sid sets off, not only to
avenge the deaths of those he
loves, but also to find a way to
save his own life. But the closer
he gets to answers, the more
people he puts in danger. Only
Sid has the power to end the
killer's reign. But it might cost
him the one thing he holds
most precious. This thrilling
follow-up to Obsidian is a
journey of love, death, and
betrayal and answers the one
question everyone's been
asking: Is Aspen alive?
The Hero and the Crown Robin McKinley 1984-10-15
Robin McKinley's mesmerizing
history of Damar is the stuff
that legends are made of. The
Hero and the Crown is a
dazzling "prequel" to The Blue
Sword. Aerin is the only child
of the king of Damar, and
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should be his rightful heir. But
she is also the daughter of a
witchwoman of the North, who
died when she was born, and
the Damarians cannot trust
her. But Aerin's destiny is
greater than her father's
people know, for it leads her to
battle with Maur, the Black
Dragon, and into the wilder
Damarian Hills, where she
meets the wizard Luthe. It is he
who at last tells her the truth
about her mother, and he also
gives over to her hand the Blue
Sword, Gonturan. But such
gifts as these bear a great
price, a price Aerin only begins
to realize when she faces the
evil mage, Agsded, who has
seized the Hero's Crown,
greatest treasure and secret
strength of Damar.
The Dragon Kings - Kimberly
Loth 2018-04-27
Aspen doesn't know how to
behave in front of the shifter
dragon king.... And the
consequences are deadly. But,
Aspen, never one to fear much
of anything, tells him to get
lost. If she knew who he was,
she might act differently. But
to her, Sid is just a reminder of
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

a past she'd rather forget. Sid
won't leave Aspen alone,
because she's the one girl that
might be able to help save him
and the rest of the dragons. He
hadn't planned on falling love...
The complete 5 book series
included in this box set!
Ruwen - Kate Rudolph
2017-09-03
Ru's species is cursed. He'll be
dead by his next birthday if he
doesn't find his mate... Ruwen
knows he's a goner. His alien
species is cursed by a deadly
genetic quirk and he'll be dead
before the month is out, unless
he finds his fated mate. She's
the only woman in the universe
who can save him. It's too bad
that most Detyen women are
dead. But could he find hope
with a human? Abducted,
ditched, and on the run from
vicious aliens... After being
kidnapped from Earth by
unknown foes, Lis has been
dropped on a inhospitable
planet with little food and no
hope. She'll do anything to find
a ship to take her back to
Earth, but Polai is hostile to all
alien life, and Lis is running out
of places to hide. Can she trust
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the alien who looks at her with
heat in his eyes? An impossible
chance... From the moment he
sees her, Ru knows Lis is his
mate. But she's already
wounded and distrustful of
aliens. How can he prove that
he's trustworthy? If he can't
overcome Lis's fears, their
bond will break before it has a
chance to form, leaving Ru
dead and Lis all alone in a
hostile galaxy. Detyens are
doomed to die young if they
don't find their fated mates.
The Mated to the Alien series
can be read in any order and
there are no cliffhangers! Get
your taste of these fated mates
in ebook or audio!
The European Future of the
Italian Port System - Paolo
Costa 2014
The Blue Sword - Robin
McKinley 2016-04-26
A Newbery Honor Book and a
modern classic of young adult
fantasy, The Blue Sword
introduces the desert kingdom
of Damar, where magic weaves
through the blood and weaves
together destinies. New York
Times–bestselling and awardla-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

winning author Robin McKinley
sets the standard for epic
fantasy and compelling,
complex heroines. Fans of
Sarah J. Maas, Leigh Bardugo,
and Rae Carson will delight in
discovering the rich world of
Damar. Harry Crewe is a
Homelander orphan girl, come
to live in Damar from over the
seas. She is drawn to the bleak
landscape, so unlike the green
hills of her Homeland. She
wishes she might cross the
sands and climb the dark
mountains where no
Homelander has ever set foot,
where the last of the old
Damarians, the Free Hillfolk,
live. Corlath is the golden-eyed
king of the Free Hillfolk, son of
the sons of the legendary Lady
Aerin. When he arrives in
Harry’s town to ally with the
Homelanders against a
common enemy, he never
expects to set Harry’s destiny
in motion: She will ride into
battle as a King’s Rider,
bearing the Blue Sword, the
great mythical treasure, which
no one has wielded since Lady
Aerin herself. Legends and
myths, no matter how epic, no
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matter how magical, all begin
somewhere.
Matefinder - Leia Stone
2015-02
Werewolves, facing the threat
of extinction, desperately seek
their mates to bear young.
Aurora, a human far removed
from the supernatural world, is
nearing her own end after
being fatally injured in a car
accident. Kai, an alpha
werewolf, lurks in the nearby
trees watching her bleed out.
He chooses to save her the only
way he knows how, by
changing her. Aurora struggles
with her past as a domestic
abuse survivor and the new
dominating and violent lifestyle
of a werewolf. No one is
prepared for what happens
next. The tides turn in favor of
the werewolves. The
Matefinder has been found,
and she is more powerful than
anybody ever imagined. But is
she prepared to be the most
hunted werewolf in history?
The Gift of Battle (Book #17
in the Sorcerers Ring) Morgan Rice 2014-11-24
“THE SORCERER’S RING has
all the ingredients for an
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

instant success: plots,
counterplots, mystery, valiant
knights, and blossoming
relationships replete with
broken hearts, deception and
betrayal. It will keep you
entertained for hours, and will
satisfy all ages. Recommended
for the permanent library of all
fantasy readers.” —Books and
Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos
(regarding A Quest of Heroes)
THE GIFT OF BATTLE (Book
#17) is the finale of the
Bestselling series THE
SORCERER'S RING, which
begins with A QUEST OF
HEROES (book #1)—a free
download on Google Play! In
THE GIFT OF BATTLE, Thor
meets his greatest and final
challenge, as he quests deeper
into the Land of Blood to
attempt to rescue Guwayne.
Encountering foes more
powerful than he ever
imagined, Thor soon realizes
he is up against an army of
darkness, one for which his
powers are no match. When he
learns a sacred object may give
him the powers he needs—an
object which has been kept
secret for ages—he must
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embark on a final quest to
retrieve it before it is too late,
with the fate of the Ring
hanging in the balance.
Gwendolyn keeps her vow to
the King of the Ridge, entering
the tower and confronting the
cult leader to learn what secret
he is hiding. The revelation
sends her to Argon, and
ultimately to Argon’s
master—where she learns the
greatest secret of all, one
which may alter the destiny of
her people. When the Ridge is
discovered by the Empire, the
invasion begins and, under
attack by the greatest army
known to man, it falls on
Gwendolyn to defend, and to
lead her people on one final,
mass exodus. Thor’s Legion
brothers, on their own, face
unimaginable risks, as Angel is
dying from her leprosy. Darius
fights for his life beside his
father in the Empire capital,
until a surprise twist prods
him, with nothing left to lose,
to finally tap his own powers.
Erec and Alistair reach Volusia,
battling their way upriver, and
they continue on their quest for
Gwendolyn and the exiles, as
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

they face unexpected battles.
And Godfrey realizes that he
must ultimately make a
decision to be the man he
wants to be. Volusia,
surrounded by all the power of
the Knights of the Seven, must
put herself to the test as
goddess and discover if she
alone has the power to crush
men and rule the Empire.
While Argon, faced with his
end of days, realizes the time
has come to sacrifice himself.
As good and evil hang in the
balance, one final, epic
battle—the greatest battle of
all—will determine the
outcome of the Ring for all
time. With its sophisticated
world-building and
characterization, THE GIFT OF
BATTLE is an epic tale of
friends and lovers, of rivals and
suitors, of knights and dragons,
of intrigues and political
machinations, of coming of
age, of broken hearts, of
deception, ambition and
betrayal. It is a tale of honor
and courage, of fate and
destiny, of sorcery. It is a
fantasy that brings us into a
world we will never forget, and
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which will appeal to all ages
and genders. THE GIFT OF
BATTLE is the longest of all the
books in the series, at 93,000
words! “Action-packed ….
Rice's writing is solid and the
premise intriguing.”
—Publishers Weekly (regarding
A Quest of Heroes)
The Book of L - G. Rozenberg
2012-12-06
This book is dedicated to
Aristid Lindenmayer on the
occasion of his 60th birthday
on November 17, 1985.
Contributions range from
mathematics and theoretical
computer science to biology.
Aristid Lindenmayer
introduced language-theoretic
models for developmental
biology in 1968. Since then the
models have been cus tomarily
referred to as L systems.
Lindenmayer's invention
turned out to be one of the
most beautiful examples of
interdisciplinary science: work
in one area (developmental
biology) induces most fruitful
ideas in other areas (theory of
formal languages and
automata, and formal power
series). As evident from the
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

articles and references in this
book, the in terest in L systems
is continuously growing. For
newcomers the first contact
with L systems usually happens
via the most basic class of L
systems, namely, DOL systems.
Here "0" stands for zero
context between developing
cells. It has been a major
typographical problem that
printers are unable to
distinguish between 0 (zero)
and 0 (oh). Thus, DOL was
almost always printed with
"oh" rather than "zero", and
also pronounced that way.
However, this
misunderstanding turned out
to be very fortunate. The
wrong spelling "DOL" of "DOL"
could be read in the suggestive
way: DO L Indeed, hundreds of
researchers have followed this
suggestion. Some of them
appear as contributors to this
book. Of the many who could
not contribute, we in particular
regret the absence of A.
Ehrenfeucht, G. Herman and
H.A. Maurer whose influence in
the theory of L systems has
been most significant.
Mated Girl - Leia Stone
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2021-07-15
I finally made it out of the Dark
Woods only to learn that
Sawyer is in prison, our people
are still at war, and the wolves
are hiding underground. It will
take every ounce of strength I
have in order to save our
people, get my man back, and
bring down the queen. I can't
do this alone, and calling on an
old friend proves to be the best
decision I could ever make.
Nothing will keep me from my
mate, not even the magical
world's most high security
prison. You will love the twists
and turns in this epic
conclusion to the bestselling
Wolf Girl series!
The Weight of Honor (Kings
and Sorcerers--Book 3) Morgan Rice 2015-07-01
“An action packed fantasy sure
to please fans of Morgan Rice’s
previous novels, along with
fans of works such as The
Inheritance Cycle by
Christopher Paolini…. Fans of
Young Adult Fiction will devour
this latest work by Rice and
beg for more.” --The Wanderer,
A Literary Journal (regarding
Rise of the Dragons) The #1
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

Bestselling series! THE
WEIGHT OF HONOR is book
#3 in Morgan Rice’s
bestselling epic fantasy series
KINGS AND SORCERERS
(which begins with RISE OF
THE DRAGONS, a free
download)! In THE WEIGHT
OF HONOR, Kyra finally meets
her cryptic uncle, and is
shocked to discover he is not
the man she expected. She
embarks on a period of training
which will test her stamina and
her frustration, as she soon
encounters the limits of her
power. Unable to summon her
dragon, unable to search deep
within, and feeling an urgency
to help in her father’s wars,
Kyra doubts if she will ever
become the warrior she
thought she was. And when she
meets a mysterious boy, more
powerful than her, deep in the
forest, she wonders what her
future really has in store for
her. Duncan must descend the
peaks of Kos with his new army
and, vastly outnumbered,
launch a risky invasion on the
capital. If he wins, waiting
behind its ancient walls, he
knows, will be the old king and
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his nest of nobles and
aristocrats, all with their own
agendas, all of them as quick to
betray as they are to embrace.
Unifying Escalon may, indeed,
be harder than freeing it. Alec,
in Ur, must tap his unique
skills in the forge to aid the
resistance if they have any
chance of defending against
the looming Pandesian
invasion. He is awestruck when
he encounters Dierdre, the
strongest girl he has ever
meet. The time she has a
chance to make a stand against
Pandesia, and as she bravely
faces off, she who wonders if
her father and his men will
have her back this time. Alec,
in Ur, must tap his unique
skills in the forge to aid the
resistance if they have any
chance of defending against
the looming Pandesian
invasion. He is awestruck when
he encounters Dierdre, the
strongest girl he has ever met.
This time she has a chance to
make a stand against Pandesia,
and as she bravely faces off,
she wonders if her father and
his men will have her back this
time. Vesuvius leads his Troll
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

nation across a vulnerable
Escalon, devastating the land,
while Theos, enraged at what
becomes of his son, is on a
rampage himself, and will not
stop until all of Escalon is
aflame. With its strong
atmosphere and complex
characters, THE WEIGHT OF
HONOR is a sweeping saga of
knights and warriors, of kings
and lords, of honor and valor,
of magic, destiny, monsters
and dragons. It is a story of
love and broken hearts, of
deception, ambition and
betrayal. It is fantasy at its
finest, inviting us into a world
that will live with us forever,
one that will appeal to all ages
and genders. Book #4 in
KINGS AND SORCERERS will
be published soon. “If you
thought that there was no
reason left for living after the
end of the Sorcerer’s Ring
series, you were wrong.
Morgan Rice has come up with
what promises to be another
brilliant series, immersing us in
a fantasy of trolls and dragons,
of valor, honor, courage, magic
and faith in your destiny.
Morgan has managed again to
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produce a strong set of
characters that make us cheer
for them on every
page.…Recommended for the
permanent library of all
readers that love a well-written
fantasy.” --Books and Movie
Reviews, Roberto Mattos
(regarding Rise of the Dragons)
“[The novel] succeeds—right
from the start…. A superior
fantasy…It begins, as it should,
with one protagonist's
struggles and moves neatly
into a wider circle of knights,
dragons, magic and monsters,
and destiny.…All the trappings
of high fantasy are here, from
soldiers and battles to
confrontations with self….A
recommended winner for any
who enjoy epic fantasy writing
fueled by powerful, believable
young adult protagonists.” -Midwest Book Review, D.
Donovan, eBook Reviewer
(regarding Rise of the Dragons)
“A plot-driven novel that’s easy
to read in a weekend…A good
start to a promising series.” -San Francisco Book Review
(regarding Rise of the Dragons)
A Rite of Swords (Book #7 in
the Sorcerer's Ring) - Morgan
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

Rice 2013-08-02
“THE SORCERER’S RING has
all the ingredients for an
instant success: plots,
counterplots, mystery, valiant
knights, and blossoming
relationships replete with
broken hearts, deception and
betrayal. It will keep you
entertained for hours, and will
satisfy all ages. Recommended
for the permanent library of all
fantasy readers.” --Books and
Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos
A RITE OF SWORDS is book
#7 in the bestselling series
THE SORCERER'S RING-which begins with the #1
Bestseller A QUEST OF
HEROES (Book #1)! In A RITE
OF SWORDS (Book #7 in the
Sorcerer's Ring), Thor grapples
with his legacy, battling to
come to terms with who his
father is, whether to reveal his
secret, and what action he
must take. Back home in the
Ring, with Mycoples by his side
and the Destiny Sword in hand,
Thor is determined to wreak
vengeance on Andronicus’
army and liberate his
homeland—and to finally
propose to Gwendolyn. But he
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comes to learn that there are
forces even greater than he
that might just stand in his
way. Gwendolyn returns and
strives to become the ruler she
is destined to be, using her
wisdom to unite the disparate
forces and drive out
Andronicus for good. Reunited
with Thor and her brothers,
she is grateful for a lull in the
violence, and for the chance to
celebrate their freedom. But
things change quickly—too
quickly—and before she knows
it, her life is thrown upside
down again. Her elder sister,
Luanda, caught in a fierce
rivalry with her, is determined
to wrest power, while King
MacGil’s brother arrives with
his own army to gain control of
the throne. With spies and
assassins on all sides,
Gwendolyn, embattled, learns
that being queen is not as safe
as she thought. Reece’s love
with Selese finally has a
chance to flourish, yet at the
same time, his old love
appears, and he finds himself
torn. But idle times are soon
overcome by battle, and Reece,
Elden, O’Connor, Conven,
la-devi-matefinder-2-matefinder-serie-vol-2

Kendrick, Erec and even
Godfrey must face and
overcome adversity together if
they are to survive. Their
battles take them to all corners
of the Ring, as it becomes a
race against time to oust
Andronicus and save
themselves from complete
destruction. As powerful,
unexpected forces battle for
control of the Ring, Gwen
realizes she must do whatever
it takes to find Argon and bring
him back. In a final, shocking
twist, Thor learns that while
his powers are supreme, he
also has a hidden
weakness—one that may just
bring his final downfall. Will
Thor and the others liberate
the Ring and defeat
Andronicus? Will Gwendolyn
become the queen they all need
her to be? What will become of
the Destiny Sword, of Erec,
Kendrick, Reece and Godfrey?
And what is the secret that
Alistair is hiding? With its
sophisticated world-building
and characterization, A RITE
OF SWORDS is an epic tale of
friends and lovers, of rivals and
suitors, of knights and dragons,
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of intrigues and political
machinations, of coming of
age, of broken hearts, of
deception, ambition and
betrayal. It is a tale of honor
and courage, of fate and
destiny, of sorcery. It is a
fantasy that brings us into a
world we will never forget, and
which will appeal to all ages
and genders. Books #8--#17 in
the series are now also
available! “Jam packed with
action, romance, adventure,
and suspense. Get your hands
on this one and fall in love all
over again.” -vampirebooksite.com
(regarding Turned)
Wolf Girl - Leia Stone
2020-12-13
When my parents were
banished from Wolf City before
I was born, I thought there was
no way I would ever live in a
pack again. Cuffed, with my
shifter magic bound, I was
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forced to go to school with
witches in order to keep my
true nature from coming out.
Then I met him. Sawyer
Hudson.The Alpha's son was
visiting Delphi Witches' College
and spotted me. He took one
look at me, and an hour later, I
was being pulled out of school,
taken into Wolf City and
leaving my parents and
everything I knew behind. It's
the Alpha's son's selection
year, the year he must pick a
mate, and every female aged
18-22 must be in attendance.
I've landed myself in the
middle of Werewolf Bachelor,
and just when I think I've got a
handle on things, Sawyer
releases my cuffs, unbinds my
magic, and sees what I really
am. The problem is, I don't
know what this creature is that
I transform into. It's not an
ordinary werewolf, that's for
damn sure.
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